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INTRODUCTION

Welcome to the Aventus Retail Property Fund’s Sustainability Report for the year ended 30 June 2018 (FY2018).
The Sustainability Report sets out what we are doing on a strategic and operational level to make better choices
for our business, our communities and our environment.
Our mission is to continue to develop and enhance our portfolio to be the leading large format retail pure play
landlord in Australia. We look to create long term value for all our stakeholders beyond pure financial returns. This
means working together to bring meaningful, positive changes to the communities and environment around us.
We recognise our sphere of influence is quite extensive. The nature of our activities and our role as landlord means
that we have the ability to affect positive change amongst a wide range of tenants, suppliers and customers.
We have always recognised our duty of care to leverage this influence and create change for the better, however
our approach has been somewhat fragmented.
With the internalisation of the Fund completed in September 2018, the Aventus Group intends to
commence regular reporting so that investors and broader stakeholders can have access to our most
recent sustainability‑related information.
Our Focus Areas:
1. Our People – nurturing our team to promote fulfilment and wellbeing.
2. Our Centres – enhancing the shopping experience that has become synonymous with our centres.
3. Our Communities – enriching our local communities through engagement and support.
SUSTAINABILITY HIGHLIGHTS
• Adoption of green initiatives in our Centres
• 200+ total hours of team engagement & training
• Employee gender breakdown: 43% male, 57% female, 40% female employees at management level
• Total annual spend on training $85,000
• Adoption of a health and safety target to eliminate harm
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ABOUT THE FUND

Aventus Retail Property Fund (the Fund) is a managed investment trust focused on the Australian retail property
sector, particularly Large Format Retail (LFR) centres. The Fund was listed on the Australian Securities Exchange
(ASX) in October 2015.
Aventus Property Group (APG) was founded by its CEO, Darren Holland and Brett Blundy who share over 60 years
of retail and property experience and have developed significant insight into operations, property management,
leasing, development and enhancement of retail and homemaker centres across Australia.
On 1 October 2018, the Fund was internalised through the acquisition of APG to form a new stapled entity called the
Aventus Group. From 1 October 2018, the Aventus Group will report on its sustainability impacts and initiatives via its
website, www.aventusgroup.com.au
Headquartered in Sydney, the Fund owns 20 LFR centres in New South Wales (NSW), Queensland (QLD), Victoria
(VIC), South Australia (SA) and Western Australia (WA) valued at $1.9 billion. National retailers represent 87% of the
total portfolio by Gross Lettable Area (GLA).
SCALE OF ORGANISATION

• Total number of employees (65)
• Total number of operations (20 centres +support office)
• Portfolio Value (approx $1.9 billion)
• Total capitalisation broken down in terms of debt and equity ($1.9 billion net asset value, 39.3% debt)
• Quantity of products or services provided (GLA 535,000sqm, 577 tenancies, 1,200,000sqm land area,
38,000,000 annual visits)
The objective of the Fund is to create long term value and sustainable earnings growth for our shareholders.
The following aspects are essential in supporting long term value creation for shareholders:
• Portfolio Management – optimise and broaden the tenancy mix through proactive leasing, nurturing retailer
relationships and delivering operational excellence.
• Consolidation Opportunities – continue to make strategic acquisitions and refurbishments to enhance the Fund’s
portfolio and entrench the Fund as the leading pure-play LFR landlord in Australia.
• Development Pipeline – enhance our centres functionally and aesthetically to deliver a premium shopping
experience.
• Communities – continue to sustain a relationship with communities to meet and surpass their expectations.
• Planning Reforms – leverage regulatory reforms in zoning and planning regimes to deliver better services and
experiences for our communities and better opportunities for our retailers to grow.
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OUR SUPPLY CHAIN

Our Support Office and each centre obtain a range of services from third parties such as:
• Security
• Cleaning
• Operational Maintenance
• Traffic management
• Landscaping
• Waste Management
All of our key suppliers are Australian-based.
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ABOUT THIS REPORT

The information presented in this report reflects our management and performance on social, environmental
and economic issues that are material to our business and our key stakeholders. The aim of this report is to
communicate the sustainability impacts associated with our operations and how we are working to manage and
mitigate these impacts. For a more complete understanding of our business and its operations, we recommend that
this report is read in tandem with our 2018 Annual Report and Corporate Governance Statement.
This report covers the reporting period commencing 1July 2017 to 30 June 2018, which coincides with our 2018
financial reporting. It is our inaugural Sustainability Report. The information reflects all the assets over which the
Fund has operational control.
This Sustainability Report has been prepared in accordance with the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) reporting
Standards (Core option). The contents of the 2018 Sustainability Report have not been externally assured.
For further information or feedback on any aspect of this report, please contact Mary Weaver at
mweaver@aventusproperty.com.au
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SUSTAINABILITY
AT AVENTUS
Aventus Group is dedicated to creating sustainable earnings and capital growth for its securityholders.
Our approach to sustainability enhances our existing systems to better support our values and commitment to the
environment and communities around us. We consciously adopt a ‘connected thinking’ approach in all aspects of
our operations. By linking different teams and communicating our goals, sustainability issues stay current across the
whole business from acquisitions and operations to marketing and team culture. Giving sustainability an elevated
platform will ensure it remains part of our focus at both an operational and strategic level.
Aventus has adopted a Sustainability Policy underlining our commitment to protecting our natural environment by:
• Minimising our use of natural resources such as energy, water and raw materials
• Promoting good waste management practices through waste minimisation, recycling and responsible disposal
• Ensuring we understand and comply with environmental legislation
We will use a range of internal tools to leverage our sphere of influence to champion sustainable choices at our
centres and try to encourage sustained behavioural changes through small shifts in daily habits. For our first
Sustainability Report, we are primarily focused on the issues and impacts that occur within our organisation.
CORPORATE GOVERNANCE AND CULTURE

Good corporate governance practice requires us to operate with transparency while striving to meet our own goals
and the expectations of our stakeholders. This is important to ensure our operations at every level uphold the high
principles associated with our brand.
The Board of Directors, as the highest governance body, is responsible for the review and implementation of
the Fund’s various policies and culture with respect to the establishment and observance of appropriate ethical
standards and ensures the effectiveness of all legal, regulatory and ethical compliance programs.
Our governance framework is reviewed annually to ensure it continues to reflect Australian best practice.
Sustainability Control Group
A Sustainability Control Group was established to manage and meet the commitments set out in our Sustainability
Policy. This group is comprised of members across the key divisions of operations, marketing, culture and
legal, as well as representatives from our centres who have responsibility of day‑to‑day operations and
sustainability outcomes.
The Sustainability Control Group reports to the Board, which has overall responsibility for the sustainable
performance of the Fund.
Audit, Risk & Compliance Committee
Our Audit Risk & Compliance Committee is responsible for the identification and management of risks.
The management of risks is controlled through our Risk Management Framework, which is reviewed at least
annually. This includes a regular audit program to test adequacy and compliance, with the implementation of
remedial action where required to address any areas of weakness. In accordance with the precautionary principle,
sustainability issues and risks are considered throughout our operations and integrated with our corporate goals
and strategic planning.
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Code of Conduct
The Code of Conduct requires employees to conduct themselves in a manner consistent with current community
and company standards and in compliance with all relevant legislation. The objective of the Code of Conduct is to:
• Provide a benchmark for professional behaviour
• Support the Fund’s business reputation and corporate image within the community
• Make directors and employees aware of the consequences if they breach the policy
The Code of Conduct also includes information about our commitment to equality, anti‑discrimination, the protection
and treatment of whistleblowers and a healthy, safe working environment for all our team. Code of Conduct training
is provided during the induction process for new employees and then annually thereafter.
More information regarding our corporate governance policies and procedures, including our Audit, Risk and
Compliance Committee Charter, and Code of Conduct is available from our website at: https://aventusgroup.com.
au/corporategovernance
The Aventus Way - our Values
The Aventus values exemplify who we are. These values are at the very epicentre of how we work every day, on
every task to ensure we stay accountable, focused and effective while creating a culture that nurtures and supports
each other.

THE AVENTUS WAY…
Our values

OWN IT
we are hands on, proud yet humble,
and accountable

DO IT NOW
we act with urgency and
without fuss

FIND A
BETTER WAY

FOCUSED
we achieve our aspirational goals by
paying attention to every detail

AVENTUS RETAIL PROPERTY FUND

FIND A BETTER WAY
continuous improvement is in our DNA…
we have never arrived

HUNGRY
we have the passion, energy and
stamina to make a difference

GOT YOUR
BACK

GOT YOUR BACK
we support each other and
tell it like it is
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MATERIAL RISKS &
OPPORTUNITIES
The Fund’s material risks and opportunities relate to the most significant potential environmental, social or economic
impacts across the reach of our operations. In order to identify those issues that may have a material impact on the
Group and its operations and determine the content of its 2018 Sustainability Report, the Fund undertook an internal
materiality assessment that drew from a range of sources, including internal stakeholder opinion, peer reporting, risk
assessments and the Fund’s own vision and values. The materiality assessment process was guided by the GRI
Reporting Principles for Defining Report Content.
During the reporting period, we conducted a preliminary assessment and gathered insights from our centres,
leadership and wider team regarding our most significant environmental, social and economic impacts. This included
a team-wide survey to identify and prioritise the issues that are perceived by our employees as being the most
important. The survey was also rolled out to tenants, in conjunction with site visits and interviews with our retail
centre managers.
While tenant engagement is still ongoing, feedback from our leadership and wider team contributed to the materiality
assessment for the 2018 Sustainability Report. The material issues were validated and prioritised by the leadership
team according to their importance to the company. The Fund intends to expand its materiality assessment process
to include external stakeholder feedback during the 2019 financial year.
Through this process, the Fund was able to identify and prioritise the following material risks and opportunities:
Commitment areas
Property performance
Creating a positive shopping experience
Tenant support
Learning & development
Talent attraction & retention
Brand reputation & transparency
Innovation
Diversity, equality & inclusion
Community development & support
Health & safety
Energy & waste
Risk management & compliance
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STAKEHOLDER
ENGAGEMENT
Our relationships with key stakeholders are central to achieving our goals and delivering a great shopping experience
at our centres.
Ongoing communication helps us stay in touch with the issues that are important to our stakeholders and helps us
to best manage and mitigate the impacts of our operations. It also helps to cultivate a relationship based on trust,
openness and transparency, which benefits all parties.
Our stakeholder groups are wide ranging and include our team, tenants, customers, suppliers, community groups,
investors, regulators and industry bodies. We prioritise key stakeholder groups based on their interest and influence
on the Fund. This helps us to meet stakeholder expectations and honour our core values as we continue to grow
and innovate. By deepening our understanding of key stakeholder needs and concerns, we can focus our attention
on the issues that matter most.
Daily team meetings are a key part of how we operate. We take pride in our unique approach to frequent, open
and frank communication across the team. This breaks down barriers and promotes fresh thinking, idea sharing
and innovation.
We also promote good communication with other key stakeholders, in particular our tenants, suppliers and the
customers frequenting our centres. For this we rely on both formal and informal communication, using a range of
different communication channels. This includes keeping stakeholder groups informed through various publications
and social media, right up to more in depth, collaborative projects with our team and our tenants.
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The table below details the Fund’s communications with its key internal and external stakeholders.
Stakeholder

Communications

Frequency

Our Team

Huddles

Daily

Tenants

Customers & Communities

Forums

Bi-annually

One-on-one meetings

Weekly

Monthly Business Insights

Monthly

Surveys

Annually

‘Buddy’ Program

As required

Team building events

Ongoing

CEO New Starter Breakfasts

As required

Leadership team visits

Ongoing

Meetings

Ongoing

Site visits

Ongoing

Centre manager liaison

Daily

Dedicated CRM

Ongoing

Retailer Portal

Ongoing

Surveys

Annually

Magazine ‘Re-Tale Therapy’

Biannually

Surveys

Ongoing

Community events

Ongoing

Newsletters

As required

Social media & website

Ongoing

Marketing initiatives

Ongoing

Local community groups – mums ‘n’ bubs, Ongoing
children Super Troopers, seniors initiatives Ongoing
Suppliers
Investors

AVENTUS RETAIL PROPERTY FUND

Meetings

Ongoing

Contracts

On engagement

Meetings

Ongoing

Reports

Biannually

Media Releases

As required

ASX announcements

As required

Respond to investor surveys

As required
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Key internal engagement initiatives and their benefits are detailed in the table below:

Daily Huddles

Format

Benefits and Outcomes

Aventus joins leading global organisations, like
Walmart, and Johnson and Johnson, in introducing
daily huddles.

Team alignment and engagement; speed in identifying
and resolving issues and disseminating information
across the organisation.

Each morning, our whole team gathers in person,
on video conference, or on the phone for a 15 minute
huddle. We share our highlights, roadblocks and
focus for the day, and the huddle connects our
national team.
Bi-Annual
Forums

The entire Aventus team gathers for a Forum, in
which project successes, roadblocks and key
learnings are shared and workshopped with the
wider team. External inspiring speakers are invited
to share their experiences, book reviews are shared
and After Action Review (AARs) from key projects
are reported and discussed. Team successes are
celebrated and recognition awards based on living
our values are given.

Sharing best practice ideas and benchmarking
standards; team recognition and acknowledgement;
closer collaboration through a better integrated team.

Monthly
Business
Insights

Monthly Business Insights Meetings are held with the
Leadership Team and representatives of each team
to provide updates on progress and an opportunity
to share any issues/roadblocks that they require
assistance on.

Allows for information to flow upwards and to ensure that
any issues are shared with the whole leadership team.

CEO New
Starter
Breakfasts

our CEO meets with new starters over breakfast.

This allows our CEO and senior management to have
direct communications with new employees and
welcome them to the business and establish a direct line
of communication with each new team member.

Annual
Surveys

Once a year, employees are invited to participate
in an anonymous online survey.

Recognising the importance of an engaged workforce,
Aventus conducts annual employee surveys to measure
satisfaction and gain insights into our employees’ views
regarding our work environment, our culture and our
leaders.

Also allows for managers to participate and gain valuable
experience for further growth.

We are glad to report that the outcomes of the 2018
employee survey were overall positive with the vast
majority of respondents indicating that they are proud
to be working at Aventus. We were also able to extract
valuable feedback that led to the identification of three
areas for improvement and action:
•

Enhanced and more regular feedback from
managers is required

•

Acknowledging good work

•

Offering career growth opportunities

As a result, Aventus has developed an action plan
to address the key feedback and concerns raised
by our people.
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Aventus undertook engagement initiatives with third parties and external stakeholders during the reporting period.
Specifically, two types of surveys were completed during FY2018:
TENANT SURVEYS

Two different surveys with our tenants were conducted during the reporting period to identify areas of improvement
across tenant-landlord relationships, communication, operations and the shopper experience. Areas of improvement
that were identified through the surveys will be actioned in FY2019.
SHOPPER SURVEYS

Aventus recently launched an ongoing engagement initiative that delivers automated shopper exit surveys providing
an opportunity for shoppers to provide us with direct feedback about their shopping experience. Participants are
asked to express their views on their experience overall as well as their satisfaction with each element of the centre,
from the car park through to lighting and amenities. Every month we receive an updated shopper satisfaction score
for every centre, alongside meaningful qualitative feedback that allows us to address key issues and concerns while
supporting our efforts of making a meaningful difference to our shoppers. Through these surveys, we also record a
Net Promoter Score that is used to benchmark against other shopping experiences in order to continuously improve
our centres and create a positive shopping experience.
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OUR ENVIRONMENTAL AND SOCIAL
SUSTAINABILITY PERFORMANCE
SUPPORTING OUR PEOPLE
Our team is our number one asset. It is the calibre of people working for Aventus that allows us to be our very
best and differentiate our brand from our competitors. Our team share common characteristics in their work ethic,
integrity, and ambition. In return, our role is to continue to attract high calibre talent and retain our team by providing
the necessary support to ensure they continue to thrive in all aspects of their lives.
The structure of our operations focuses on providing the right platform for our team to excel. We spend time building
strong rapport both between colleagues and at leadership level. From daily huddles to our buddy program, we are
committed to a culture that values individuality and encourages open dialogue and innovation.
A strong sense of equality and inclusiveness within our team drives this innovation. This sense of value in our team
is ingrained in our culture and helps us harness a rich blend of views and perspectives that help us work most
effectively. In order to ensure that all our team members are treated fairly and equally, Aventus undertakes an annual
review examining the remuneration of women to men for all of our employees. Based on the outcomes of the
FY2018 assessment, it was determined that remuneration adjustments were required for some team members.
Aventus is satisfied that our team members are remunerated fairly and equally. These reviews will continue to be
performed on an annual basis.
Aventus does not tolerate any form of discrimination or harassment. Our Code of Conduct sets out the procedure for
the lodging and handling of any complaints relating to bullying, discrimination and harassment. There have been no
complaints of discrimination reported against current team members during the reporting period.
There are no employees covered by collective bargaining agreements.
The initiatives provided to promote the health, wellbeing and development of our team members include:
Health and Wellbeing

Learning and Development

Other Initiatives and Benefits

Annual flu vaccination

‘Buddy’ – Team mentoring program
providing guidance and skills in
problem solving

Parental leave exceeding legal
requirements

Annual fitness challenge – Project Ignite
Monthly massages at head office
and centres
Sponsored a team to participate at the
City2Surf 14-kilometre running event
50% company covered full health
checks for the leadership team

Training through monthly “Miniuniversity”
sessions with external speakers

Participation in charity events

Executive team coaching

Social team events (including monthly
social gatherings, Easter events and
Christmas in July)

Management training programs

Annual family days

Quarterly team off site events
Bi-Annual team building forums

HEALTH & WELLBEING
At the core of our culture is health, fitness and wellbeing. We are proud to endorse active lifestyles and healthy
choices where possible. The Fund actively encourages our team to take control across all aspects of their health
– physical strength & fitness, emotional wellbeing and nutritional health. Where possible, we provide the tools and
information to help our team maintain and achieve their health goals. Good health in our team helps us to minimise
sick days, optimise energy levels and strengthen our resilience against stress and mental health issues.
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Project Ignite
Project Ignite is run over a three month period each year and the team is encouraged to participate in the
10,000 steps per day challenge. Everyone that signs up gets a fit bit and we run a competition for individuals
and teams to create awareness and increase fitness.
This year’s theme was ‘Let’s get physical’ – drawing inspiration and fun from Olivia Newton John’s 1980’s hit!

TRAINING AND DEVELOPMENT
As a group, we deeply believe in the importance of continual development, improvement and enhancement of skills.
In FY2018, approximately $85,000 was spent on the training of our team. We provide the following opportunities to
ensure our team are fully equipped for their roles:
• Mandatory anti-discrimination and workplace health and safety training.
• Role specific skills enhancement training.
• Regular performance reviews for all employees.
‘BUDDY’ PROGRAM
The Fund offers a three month ‘Buddy’ program that allows our team to leverage their buddy’s experience,
knowledge and skills, and to receive guidance in solving problems and overcoming roadblocks. The idea is to share
knowledge and expertise, and provide all the opportunities possible to allow each individual to reach their peak
potential. Benefits of the program include accelerated learning, retention of team members, knowledge transfer
from senior management and improved capacity for internal promotions.
MINI-UNIVERSITY
Each month either an external or internal speaker is invited to present to our team. Team members join us either in
person or via our Zoom technology. External speakers are experts in their field. During the reporting period, the CEO
of Guzman & Gomez talked on the company’s culture and its connection to the success of the brand, and a
hospitality and food consultant and a retail design expert have also shared their insights. We also heard from
Aventus' team members on a Japan Study tour on retail trends.
EXECUTIVE TEAM COACHING
In December 2016, the CEO of APG engaged Evolution Partners to provide the Leadership team with executive
team coaching. Evolution Partners focus on companies who are, or who wish to be, the fast growing companies in
their industry. They provide practical tools, methods and systems which are a stable, proven platform for growth
amongst thousands of businesses worldwide. Each quarter, the Leadership Team attends an off‑site Strategy Day
plus and annual Strategy Day.

AVENTUS RETAIL PROPERTY FUND
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TRAINING PROGRAMS – ACTIVE LEARNING

Inspired by a successful practice used by the US Army, After Action Reviews (AARs) are completed by team
members and presented to our bi‑annual team forums to capture key learnings from important projects. This
process is vital to our ongoing continuous improvement.
Our managers are participating in a leadership program to strengthen their management skills to allow their teams to
reach their full potential and utilises DiSC.
Dominance, Influence, Steadiness and Conscientiousness (DiSC) behavioural training.
DiSC is a tool used for discussion of people’s behavioural differences. Participants in this program are asked to
complete a series of questions that produce a detailed report about their personality and behavior. Participants also
receive tips related to working with people of other styles.
The DiSC model provides a common language that people can use to better understand themselves and adapt their
behaviours with others in a professional setting.
Overall, DiSC training can help participants increase their self‑knowledge, improve working relationships by
recognising the communication needs of team members, facilitate better teamwork and teach productive conflict,
develop stronger sales skills by identifying and responding to customer styles, manage more effectively by
understanding the dispositions and priorities of employees and team members and become more effective leaders.
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TEAM BUILDING FORUM
Twice a year we run a two day forum for all 65 team members. They are run offsite in a different location and aim to
bring the team closer together through a range of team updates, learning sessions and activities. The format of the
event focuses in equal measure on learning, communication and fun to help build rapport and a mutually supportive
ethos.

Bi-Annual Team Building Forum, Hunter Valley, June 2018
This forum began with a tour of 3 centres together with a retailer engagement session. The featured retailer
this year was Sleepy’s who offered insight into their drivers, culture, and experience at our centre. Focussed
on success, they shared stories on tools and initiatives that have worked for them to excel their business.
At the overnight venue, the team were welcomed in an opening address by the CEO followed by an awards
ceremony, recognising members of the team who exemplify our core values. The team were encouraged to
be accountable to each other and track progress towards our annual goals, providing an opportunity to learn
from and support each other to reach our targets.
To embrace and support the local community we did a wine tasting and dinner, with a relaxed evening
campfire where everyone mingled, getting to members of the team they may not see or work with on a
regular basis.
Day 2 started at 7am with either a walk, run or yoga. New starters had breakfast with the CEO. Each team
then prepared a video on their achievements and what they have lined up for the coming months. The videos
were judged for an ‘Oliver ‘award (our Oscars!) with a trophy for the winning team.
The session was followed by a CEO Q&A session where people were encouraged to raise questions they
may not have had the time or opportunity to ask previously. The event was wrapped up with some fun team
building exercises.

OTHER INITIATIVES AND BENEFITS
EMPLOYEE BENEFITS

Our team members are offered parental leave entitlements that exceed legal requirements. Specifically, the Fund
provides two months of paid leave for primary carers and five days of paid leave for non‑primary carers.
Flexible working arrangements are offered to employees and include the ability to work from a centre closer to their
home one day per week for those team members that work at the Company support office.
ANNUAL FAMILY DAYS

To recognise the important role our families play in supporting our team, we organise a special family event each year
to show our appreciation. This year the company organised a day at Luna Park. Vouchers were provided for non‑
Sydney based teams to organise their own family event.

AVENTUS RETAIL PROPERTY FUND
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WORKPLACE HEALTH
& SAFETY (WHS)
Creating a culture that is focused on health and safety is paramount to the success of our centres. It is a measure of
our duty of care towards our team, tenants, contractors and visitors. In order to prevent ill health and optimise safety
at our centres, we have implemented a WHS management system and engage in regular communications and
training with our employees. Most importantly, we lead by example at a management level, ensuring WHS is a priority
and setting the bar high in terms of our safety standards and compliance with our legislative obligations.
Our WHS management system, which was first implemented in December 2016, helps us to assess, monitor and
manage risk. It is aligned to the AS4801 Standard and audited by an independent third party. A WHS management
system implementation audit was completed during the reporting period. Physical risks audits were also completed
in FY2018.
Our WHS policy is updated regularly and describes our commitment to fulfil our obligations to provide a safe
workplace. The Board is responsible for the overall strategy and direction in relation to WHS topics.
During the reporting period, all staff received mandatory safety training. Team injury rates are monitored and all
incidents are reported by using ComplyFlow, a cloud based software application that delivers end‑to‑end software
solutions for WHS, contractor engagement, compliance management and supply chain assurance.
No work‑related injuries have been recorded in FY2018 and no team absenteeism as a result of this.
The Fund has established a WHS target to ‘Eliminate Harm’. To achieve this, we are committed to the following
key objectives:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

A culture focused on safety
Building the right systems that reflect our risk profile
Working with our team and those who come onto our sites
Identifying and controlling our WHS risks (through our audits & reporting through ComplyFlow))
Demonstrating leadership in the management of WHS matters

The Aventus Team WHS Commitment
• Accept no compromise with safety
• Understand their responsibilities, be self‑aware and demonstrate positive WHS behaviours
• Know and follow all WHS requirements related to their position
• Participate in WHS training as required
• Never allow a contractor on site that has not completed their induction
• Maintain a safe and orderly work area
• Constantly review the workplace for hazards which could lead to injury, illness or incident
• Immediately report on unsafe acts, conditions, equipment or behaviours

AVENTUS RETAIL PROPERTY FUND
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ENHANCING OUR
RETAIL CENTRES
We are focused on continuously improving our centres to differentiate the Aventus shopping experience and exceed
our customer’s expectations during the entire shopping journey.
We seek ways to work smarter and innovate in order to create long term value for our shareholders, satisfy our
tenants’ needs and create a shopping environment that our customers want to continue to choose.
As part of the day to day running of our centres, we recognise our capacity and duty to influence best practice
amongst our retailers. We try to set the bar high, encouraging all our retailers to adopt sustainable behaviour
and thinking throughout their operations. This coordinated approach also enables our tenants to leverage the
opportunities and benefits of group tendering and collaboration on key facilities and services.
To enhance our centres, we are monitoring and managing our performance across three key areas:
• Environmental performance
• Health & safety
• Tenant support

AVENTUS RETAIL PROPERTY FUND
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ENVIRONMENTAL
PERFORMANCE
We recognise that as a landlord, we have a duty to drive best practice where we can. Key to this is our potential to
influence and educate our tenants. By synchronising practices when it comes to waste, energy, and other resources,
we can optimise environmental outcomes and minimise costs for all stakeholders.
Some of the key environmental initiatives undertaken during the FY2018 reporting period include the following:
• Designed and implemented an Environmental Management System (EMS) to manage environmental impacts at
our centres
• Waste review conducted at all 20 centres by an independent third party
• Contracted new waste collection services with improved data reporting
• Multiple waste streams recycled at all centres
• LED lights installed across a majority of our portfolios
• Solar network pilot approved
• Organic waste processing at Marsden Park (ORCA)
• Moved to water‑smart landscaping initiatives such as Astroturf and intelligent gardening systems
In addition to improvements to our centres we have also engaged in a number of educational projects to stimulate
environmental awareness and encourage environmental action within our communities.
ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION & AWARENESS INITIATIVES:
• GoGet vans at six of our NSW centres
• Return & Earn recycling stations at NSW centres
• Charging stations for electric vehicles
• Introduction of water saving taps in several centres

AVENTUS RETAIL PROPERTY FUND
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REDUCING WASTE, SAVING THE PLANET
At Aventus we are proud to welcome three initiatives with a green focus.

Rehydrate,
Refill, Repeat
CHANGING THE WAY
WE DRINK WATER

We need to be hydrated and are increasingly told to drink more water. But the proliferation of single use
water bottles that end up in our waterways and landfill has become an environmental nightmare.
Production of the bottles adds to this impact. People are calling for a better way to manage our thirst. So, it’s
especially exciting when you can get behind a creative solution like Water3. Water3 is a social enterprise focused on
changing the way we drink water. It has established a network of refill stations that provide fresh, chilled spring water
to top up your own bottle or buy and fill a refillable bottle. Spring water refills start from just one dollar with options for
still or sparkling. Profits from Water3 are reinvested to fund local clean up and marine life rescue projects.
Aventus is thrilled to support this project and has installed refill machines across a number of our centres. They
can be located using the Water3 app or website. Jump on board and make rehydrate, refill and repeat your new
hydration practice!

AVENTUS RETAIL PROPERTY FUND
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‘RETURN AND EARN’

‘Return and Earn’
HAS FOUND A HOME

‘Return and Earn’ is a sustainability initiative by the NSW Government that will help achieve
a 40 per cent reduction in the amount of litter across the state by 2020.
Over the last six months, Aventus Property has installed TOMRA ‘reverse’ vending machines at Bankstown
Home, Hills Super Centre, Kotara Home, Marsden Park Home, McGraths Hill Home, Highlands Hub, Belrose
Super Centre and Tuggerah Super Centre. The reverse vending machines are easy to use. They are self‑service,
automatically scanning containers and accept up to 500 containers in one transaction. There are a variety of
refund choices and they are fun to use, especially for the kids.
Most 150ml to 3L drink containers can be returned if they are made from glass, plastic, aluminium, steel or liquid
paperboard. Customers earn 10 cents a refund or they can turn it into a donation.
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TURN TRASH INTO TREASURE

Turn Trash
INTO TREASURE

SCR Group’s drop-off bins are another highly effective service in the push against ever expanding
landfill. In just one year, the service boasts a collection of 12 million kilograms of unwanted items and
redistribution to people across the world who need them.
The program saved $1.7 million in council fees, was used by 2 million Australians to drop off unwanted clothing, and
created 110 jobs in Australia, including jobs for people living with disabilities and youth at risk. It’s clearly an all-round
winner and an essential component of a more sustainable society.
SCR’s homeware and clothing bins can be found throughout the country and at Aventus centres across our portfolio.
For exact locations of SCR Drop-off Hubs, use the SCR directory on their website scrg.com.au/#Bin.
THE PROGRAM SAVED $1.7 MILLION IN COUNCIL FEES.

SCR group Bins
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ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
As part of our sustainability strategy we designed and implemented an Environmental Management System (EMS)
that conforms to the guidelines set out under ISO 14001.
In designing our EMS we looked at all aspects of our centres, and due to the nature of our tenants (LFR of boxed
goods) we identified no high risk frequent events that would warrant exceptional mention or consideration. The EMS
process identified gaps in the quality and availability of data, particularly in relation to the waste arising and collected
from our centres. This was highlighted as a priority focus area in the short term.
The EMS is a live process and updated regularly to help us stay aware of our environmental impacts and respond
appropriately in order to reduce our environmental footprint to the best degree possible.
WASTE MANAGEMENT
We are working with our centre managers, retailers, customers and suppliers to promote good choices and habits
when it comes to waste. Our key objectives are to:
• Enhance waste monitoring by improving the quality and extent of waste data collated
• Decrease the amount of waste which is sent to landfill from each centre Improve overall environmental
performance and minimise operating costs for our tenants
Achieving these objectives requires a co-ordinated drive towards the preferred steps of waste avoidance, reuse,
recycling and composting.
COMPLIANCE
The Fund has not identified any non-compliance with environmental laws or regulations during the reporting
period and has not received any fines or non-monetary sanctions for non-compliance with environmental laws
and/or regulations.
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Waste review
Objective:
Review how waste is generated, stored, managed and removed at each of our 20 centres and implement
changes to improve environmental performance and reporting.
Action:
• Site visits to each centre
• Interviews with centre managers
• Tenant surveys
• Analysis of third party contractor data
• Co-ordinated by an independent third party
Findings:
The needs of each centre vary depending on the retailers in situ (the nature of their business and the type of
waste they generate) and the layout of the centre.
While on visual inspection, waste was segregated and collected for recycling, there was no hard data to
support this activity. This lack of data posed a real problem in terms of assessing waste activity and setting
meaningful targets for waste reduction. This was flagged as a priority step to readdress.
Outcomes:
• A waste plan was developed for the centres to enhance waste practices, principally by centralising waste
removal and optimising waste segregation.
• A new tender for waste contracting services was issued to improve services and secure robust waste
collection data for each centre.
• Centre managers committed to working with the new contractors to ensure optimal collection schedules
and the provision of receptacles to best fit waste volumes.
• Enhanced training, signage and support systems put in place to effect change on a day to day basis at
each centre.
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Environmental sustainability initiatives at Marsden Park
Waste
• Installed an ORCA System that converts organic waste to water and disposed of through the trade waste
system. This not only reduces our costs but also the cleanliness of the garbage room. Reviewing current
waste streams to reduce our general waste to land fill with the introduction of a recycling program for
cardboard, plastics and polystyrene.
• As cardboard is currently being recycled and removed at a cost to the centre and where some bins were
contaminated and sent to land fill, we have proposed to change from cardboard recycling carts to a
compactor, which will see us generate between $50 – $100 per tonne.
• Our tendering process for the waste services to all centres resulted in a 33% reduction in the charge for
removal and servicing of waste receptacles.
Energy
• LED has been installed in the common areas and carpark.
• An embedded solar network pilot has been approved.
Water
• Underground grey water storage installed to supply bathrooms.
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TENANT SUPPORT

Providing support for our tenants is a central part of our strategy. Tenant satisfaction is a priority to help us sustain a
diverse mix of quality retailers, attract repeat customer visits and meet investor expectations. In this regard, we are
proud to retain an occupancy rate of 98.7% at our centres throughout Australia.
The first step to supporting our tenants is creating a retail environment that looks and feels great for their business.
In today’s world, this means a retail space that is aesthetically bright and attractive, that meets functional
requirements and offers the vibrancy and atmosphere required to deliver the experience that has become
synonymous with Aventus’ centres.
The Fund invests annually on the upgrade of our centres. As well as improving the look, we also seek to enhance
functionality, listening to customer requests for better facilities such as carparking, toilet facilities and cafes.
We invested approximately $6 million in FY2018 on maintaining and enhancing the services at our centres.
While the quality of our buildings may attract our retailers, it isn’t what keeps them with us. We work hard to create a
retailer support system to help each one of our retailers maximise their potential. Each centre has a dedicated centre
management team, providing pro‑active, hands‑on, specialised management and a single contact point for tenant
support. We also operate a centralised customer relationship management (CRM) system to manage our customer
and retailer contacts, so that we can better manage retailer relationships.
RETAILER PORTAL
Our bespoke Retailer Portal is a secure online hub that allows retailers to get quick access to important centre
specific information, contact details, and operational updates, at their convenience.
The Portal also allows retailers to submit important information and documents to Aventus centrally, reducing time
required on administrative tasks. Retailers also have the ability to submit local marketing content to the Portal, to be
included in centre digital communication to our shopper databases (over 25,000 shoppers).
ENGAGEMENT
In FY2018, over $2.5 million was spent marketing the centres and retailers, including community events in centres,
school holiday events and drive‑in movies. We have an active social media presence and we use digital tools to
enhance customer search and encourage engagement with the centre and retailers before and after their centre
visit. This is to promote retailer services, connect customers with services available in centres and encourage repeat
visits. We also engage in regular tenant meetings, surveys and training and publish a bi‑annual retailer magazine with
industry insights, marketing tools and tips for tenant merchandising and design.
We hold annual retailer awards to recognise our tenant’s achievements and participate in Large Format Retailers
Association quarterly forums, annual study tours and one‑off campaigns to ensure a strong level of capital
expenditure focused on improving the customer experience.
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ENRICHING OUR COMMUNITIES
We recognise the intrinsic link between our centres and the communities we serve. Our centres are vibrant spaces
designed to reflect the spirit of the communities around us. They help meet the needs of local communities by
providing a diverse range of shopping, recreational, entertainment and health facilities. Our centres are an important
social hub, bringing people together and helping them to connect with each other.
In turn, we recognise that our customers and local communities are the lifeline of our centres. They create the footfall
and atmosphere that we need to be a great shopping destination. Our customers choose this Aventus experience
over online shopping platforms to enjoy the vibrancy of our centres and connect with their community. In doing so
they support our retailers, local jobs and help retain these resources in their locality.
CENTRES AS COMMUNITY HUBS
We take great pride in transforming old buildings into bright, community-centric spaces where people want to
be. We strive to bring more function and amenity to our centres to properly support and meet the needs of our
communities. Invariably, this increases our retail space and enables us to diversify the tenancy mix to better meet the
needs of our 35 million shoppers. In recent years, this has included the addition of gyms, pharmacies, childcare and
yoga & wellbeing facilities to our centres.
SUPER TROOPERS
Parenthood can often be a lonely and challenging time, particularly for first time parents who feel suddenly
disconnected from work, colleagues, and friends. Our ‘mums & bubs’ morning offers parents and guardians the
opportunity to take some time for themselves to enjoy a coffee and a chat while the children can benefit from
unstructured play, developing their social skills and creativity. We also know firsthand about the difficulties that holiday
periods can bring to families when children crave new activities and stimulation. Our Super Trooper clubs run a range
of free entertainment & activities for children during school holidays to help ease the burden on mums and dads.
• Approximately 5,000 Super Trooper Kids Club members at Belrose and Tuggerah
• Belrose hosts weekly events for Super Trooper Kids Club members, targeted at children aged zero to six,
in community partnership with local childcare provider, Little Zach’s Academy
• Every member receives a birthday gift, a welcome pack upon signing up and exclusive invitations to centre events
PARENTS ROOM
We provide parents’ rooms across most of our centres with private feeding areas, changing tables,
microwave and toilet facilities.
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Revitalising our Centres
CRANBOURNE HOME – our first child care facility welcomes up to 100 children from the local community
every day.
BELROSE SUPER CENTRE – 2500sqm expansion adding new retailers and brand new grand entry.
MCGREGOR HOME – facelift including painting, façade cladding, new feature signage, landscaping & an
upgrade of internal common areas.
TUGGERAH SUPER CENTRE – expansion of Level 1
SUNSHINE COAST HOME development completed
In FY2018, the Fund spent approximately $6 million on centre improvements to improve the
ambience, convenience and overall experience of our centres. Aspects we focus on include:
• Shopper safety and comfort
• Green spaces – beautiful gardens and landscaping
• Easy & convenient access and parking
• Rest areas
• Safe and clean amenities
• More food outlets and cafes
• Play areas, facilities and activities for children and families
• Clear signage for easy navigation to and around our centres
• Digital signage network planned for FY2019
CONNECTING WITH OUR COMMUNITIES
To enrich our communities, we need to connect and listen. The following initiatives are in place to develop a richer
understanding of our customers and improve our services.
Feedback: We asked the community how they rate the experience of our centres via social media research
tools, and the responses from over 5,000 shoppers reinforced the importance of relevant and convenient services
to our centres.
Skyfii heatmapping: Introduced at Castle Hill and three other Aventus centres, Skyfii will provide technology
backbone to allow us to better understand our customers in terms of how they shop and use our centres, and what
they want. This information was used to develop the strategy for the Castle Hill development, and will continue to ask
for feedback from the community.
Digital services: Digital customer service via chat tool on websites – human to human.
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OTHER INITIATIVES INTRODUCED
GoGet: GoGet has now made life even easier by placing vans in six Aventus shopping centres to help get that
shopping home. Shoppers can sign up for free and drive a van home the same day. Two vans have been parked in
the car parks of Aventus’ Marsden Park Home, McGraths Hill Home, Castle Hill Super Centre, Bankstown Home,
Logan Super Centre and Mile End Home centres. This means that retailers in these centres will be able to remove
transport as a purchase barrier for customers.
SHARING OUR CENTRES
During the reporting period, high school students in Castle Hill Aventus used our rooftop carpark to make a short
film about mental illness, empathy and compassion.
‘Cars & Coffee’ is an initiative where our car park spaces are provided every month for free to allow car enthusiasts
to meet, show and talk about their cars. The aim is to connect people within the community with similar interests
and the event also raises money for the AEIOU Foundation for children with Autism.
Our facilities and space are also used by community groups for fundraising events such as ticket sales, raffle events,
BBQs by community groups and schools including:
Warners Bay Public School | Cardiff Primary School | Jewells Primary School | Belmont North Public School |
St. Joseph Primary School | Merrywether Public School | Fassifern Public School | Swansea Public School
COMMUNITY EVENTS
Cranbourne Community Banners
Cranbourne Home and Lyndhurst Secondary College join forces to bring the community together through
art. The centre invites students to submit artwork which is then placed on the Cranbourne Home Facebook
page where the top 10 designs with the most likes reproduced and placed around the centre via flag poles
and posters.
This gives the students recognition for their artwork and creates a sense of pride amongst the local youth.
Centre management then attends school assembly and presents students with gift cards for their efforts.
“I love how Cranbourne Home works with us to host fun days like the Drive-In Movie night, Family Fun Day
and even the Dog Day Out! I believe it is great for the community as well as for the store and its sales,”
Petar Fadljevic, Red Rooster assistant restaurant manager
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While we are focused on enhancing the functionality and attractiveness of our centres, we also want to give back
to the communities that sustain us. We are committed to developing our centres as hubs for the whole community.
Each centre hosts a range of community events throughout the year to bring local people together in a relaxed and
fun environment.
We organise events and activities throughout the year that cater for everybody within the community. Some of the
events are linked with charity fundraising events while others, such as our children activities, are part of a regular
entertainment program at each centre.
LIST OF EVENTS:
Drive in movie events | Ice skating/winter wonderland | Easter egg hunts | Mini carnival with face painting, rock wall,
merry go round, balloon sculpture & jumping castle | Pony Rides | Colouring competitions | Magic shows | Birdhouse
making | Mask & puppet making | Charity sausage sizzle & cake sale events | Animal farm | Super sale/super
hero day | Boutique Bird display | Christmas carols | Mother’s Day Pampering photo ops | RSL art competition for
returning veterans | Breakfast bingo | Octonauts meet and greet

Events
WITHIN THE
COMMUNITY

Cranbourne Home – The Jared Dunscombe Fund
The centre sponsors the annual ‘Walk to Remember’ in aid of the Jared Dunscombe Fund.
This event has particular meaning for the centre as the Jared family owned land adjacent to Cranbourne
Home. At just 7 years old, Jared Dunscombe defied all odds after he survived serious injuries as a result of a
car accident. Tragically, Jared was later killed by a car when he was 31 years old and his fund was established
to support young people facing life challenges just like Jared.
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CHARITIES & VOLUNTEERING
We support a wide range of local charities through our centres. Each centre has autonomy to build its own
relationships with local charities and support their unique communities in the most effective way. These partnerships
have proven to be quite effective. One such example is at Cranbourne Home, where the centre has a special
connection with a specific charity that is close to its heart.
Frontier Projects
During the reporting period, 5 Aventus executives each sponsor a child as part of the Frontier Projects sponsorship
program. The Fund CEO, Darren Holland, sponsored seven children as part of this program. The Frontier Projects
is an Australian‑based charity that seeks to meet the needs and relieve the suffering, illness, poverty and
helplessness of children and families in distress. The program that Aventus participated in involved supporting
Haitian parents to keep their families together, to avoid relinquishing their children to orphanages and to provide for
themselves and their children.
Ronald McDonald House
The Fund’s leadership team volunteered to cook a meal for families staying at the Ronald McDonald House, which
allows families that live more than 100 kilometres from home to stay close to the hospital, rent free, while they have
an unwell child. Our executives catered for 140 people (or 80 families) on the day https://www.rmhc.org.au/page/
randwick-make-meal.
Beauty Bank
The Beauty Bank is a registered charity that provides women, men and young people who have left a place of
domestic violence or other hardship situation with an array of essential toiletries and small gift items.
Other charities supported by our centres:
Hospice | Daffodil Day | St Patricks Special care school (Autism) | Lions Club | Variety Club | Marine Rescue |
Westpac Helicopter Marine Rescue | Youth With A Mission | Delta Therapy Dogs | Our Community Place | Toronto
Community Child Center | Big Hug Box Cure Cancer Australia | Woodrising Community Centre | Rathmines Scout
Group | Motor Neurone Disease Foundation | Walk Secure Diabetes | Warners Bay Area Sustainable Neighbourhood
Area Group | Men’s Shed | Smith Family | Kids with Cancer | John Hunter Hospital | Jared Dunscombe Fund |
Northern Barbarian junior rugby union football club | Leukaemia Foundation SA Patient Accommodation Village | RSL |
Rotary Clubs | Bear cottage | MEOW Rescue | AEIOU Foundation for children with Autism.
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WORKFORCE DATA
FY2018 WORKFORCE BREAKDOWN
Total number of employees by age profile & gender
Total

<30

30-50

>50

Employees

65

26

29

10

Male

28

13

12

3

Female

37

13

17

7

NSW

VIC

WA

SA

QLD

Employees

52

6

0

1

6

Male

21

3

0

1

3

Female

31

3

0

0

3

Full Time

Part-Time*

Fixed Term*

Casual

Employees

54

7

3

1

Male

26

0

2

0

Female

28

7

1

1

Full Time

Part-Time

Fixed Term

Casual

44

5

2

1

VIC

4

1

1

0

WA

0

0

0

0

SA

1

0

0

0

QLD

5

1

0

0

Total workforce by region and gender

Total number of employees by employment contract and gender

* Two employees are both part-time and fixed term employees.

Total number of employees by employment contract and region

NSW
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GRI INDEXT

GRI Standard

Disclosure

Page

Omission

102-1 Name of the organisation

3

N/A

102-2 Activities, brands, products, and services

3

N/A

102-3 Location of headquarters

3

N/A

102-4 Location of operations

3

N/A

102-5 Ownership and legal form

3

N/A

102-6 Markets served

3

N/A

102-7 Scale of the organisation

3

N/A

102-8 Information on employees and other workers

32

N/A

102-9 Supply chain

4

N/A

102-10 Significant changes to the organisation and
its supply chain

3

N/A

102-11 Precautionary Principle or approach

6

N/A

102-12 External initiatives

N/A

Currently, the organisation does
not subscribe to any economic,
environmental and social charters
or principles. However, Aventus has
adopted an internal Sustainability
Policy and actively supports and
promotes community events

102-13 Membership of associations

26

N/A

102-14 Statement from senior decision maker

N/A

FY2018 Annual Report page 5

102-16 Values, principles, standards, and norms
of behaviour

7

N/A

102-18 Governance structure

6–7

N/A

102-40 List of stakeholder groups

9–12

N/A

102-41 Collective bargaining agreements

13

N/A

102-42 Identifying and selecting stakeholders

9–12

N/A

102-43 Approach to stakeholder engagement

9–12

N/A

102-44 Key topics and concerns raised

9–12

N/A

102-45 Entities included in the consolidated
financial statements

N/A

Information contained in the FY2018
Annual Report, page 48

102-46 Defining report content and topic boundaries

8

N/A

102-47 List of material topics

8

N/A

102-48 Restatements of information

N/A

No information restatements made
during the reporting period

102-49 Changes in reporting

N/A

This is Aventus’ inaugural
Sustainability Report

General Disclosures
GRI 102:
General Disclosures
2016
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GRI Standard

Disclosure

Page

Omission

GRI 102:
General Disclosures
2016 (continued)

102-50 Reporting period

5

N/A

102-51 Date of most recent report

N/A

This is Aventus’ inaugural
Sustainability Report

102-52 Reporting cycle

5

N/A

102-53 Contact point for questions regarding the report

5

N/A

102-54 Claims of reporting in accordance with the GRI
Standards

5

N/A

102-55 GRI content index

33

N/A

102-56 External assurance

5

N/A

GRI 103: Management
Approach 2016

103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its boundaries 8

N/A

103-2 The management approach and its components

13

N/A

GRI 401: Employment

401-3 Parental leave

16

Partially disclosed

GRI 404: Training and
Education

404-2 Programs for upgrading employee skills and
transition assistance programs

13–16 Partially disclosed: transition
assistance programs were not
provided during the reporting period

Material Topics
1. Learning and Development & Talent Attraction and Retention

2. Property Performance, Creating a Positive Shopping Experience, Innovation & Brand Reputation and Transparency
GRI 103: Management
Approach 2016

103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its boundaries 8

N/A

103-2 The management approach and its components

18

N/A

This is not a GRI indicator Efforts for enhancing our retail centres

18

N/A

This is not a GRI indicator Shopper surveys

12

N/A

This is not a GRI indicator Community initiatives

27–31 N/A

3. Community Development and Support
GRI 103: Management
Approach 2016

103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its boundaries 8

N/A

103-2 The management approach and its components

N/A

This is not a GRI indicator Community initiatives

27

27–31 N/A

4. Tenant Support
GRI 103: Management
Approach 2016

103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its boundaries 8

N/A

103-2 The management approach and its components

26

N/A

This is not a GRI indicator Retailer surveys

12

N/A

This is not a GRI indicator Tenant support efforts

26

N/A
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GRI Standard

Disclosure

Page

Omission

5. Risk Management and Compliance
GRI 103: Management
Approach 2016

103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its boundaries

8

N/A

103-2 The management approach and its components

6–7

N/A

GRI 307: Environmental
Compliance

307-1 Non-compliance with environmental laws
and regulations

23

N/A

6–7

N/A

This is not a GRI indicator Corporate governance and culture
6. Health and Safety
GRI 103: Management
Approach 2016

103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its boundaries

8

N/A

103-2 The management approach and its components

17

N/A

GRI 403: Occupational
Health and Safety

403-1 Occupational health and safety
management system

17

N/A

403-6 Promotion of worker health

17

N/A

103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its boundaries

8

N/A

103-2 The management approach and its components

6–7,13

GRI 405: Diversity and
Equal Opportunity

405-1 Diversity of governance bodies and employees

32

N/A

405-2 Ratio of basic salary and remuneration of women
to men

13

N/A

GRI 406: Nondiscrimination

406-1 Incidents of discrimination and corrective
actions taken

13

N/A

GRI 103: Management
Approach

103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its boundaries

8

N/A

103-2 The management approach and its components

19

N/A

GRI 302: Energy

302-1 Energy consumption within the organisation

N/A

Information unavailable for FY2018

7. Diversity, Equality & Inclusion
GRI 103: Management
Approach

N/A

8. Energy and Waste

This is not a GRI indicator Waste management efforts
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N/A
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